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Press Note

CHANDIGARH, JUNE 24: Mr. Shivraj V. Patil, the Governor of Punjab and
Administrator has accorded administrative sanction for the construction
of two four storied Government High schools at village Dhanas at an
estimate cost of Rs. 11,53,00,000/- and Rs. 11,78,00,000/- respectively.

The decision has been taken to provide for the needs of the school
going children of the allottees of the flats who will soon be handed over
possession of flats in Dhanas under the slum rehabilitation scheme of the
Chandigarh Administration.

Approximately 5000 children of the allottees in 8448 Small Flats
Scheme, would be required to be adjusted immediately in the Schools in
close vicinity of Dhanas so that their studies do not suffer. It has been
assumed that out of these 5000 students, 3000 children would be in the
classes upto Primary Level and efforts are being made to adjust these
children in existing schools in Village-Dhanas itself so that they do not
have to cover long distance.

Two schools already functional in Village Dhanas i.e. Govt. Sr.
Secondary School and Govt. Model High School with approximate
enrolment of 1563 and 1151 students respectively. There are 37
classrooms available in these two schools and these schools are presently
running in single shift. These schools would be converted into double shift
and approximately 1800 children upto primary level will be adjusted in
these schools.

The plinth area of the proposed schools would be 5335 sq. meter
each with a provision for approximately 40 classrooms, scientific
infrastructure like biology, physics & general science lab, library, sports
& NCC room and chowikidar’s quarter (two room with kitchen).

The following works may also be taken up simultaneously with
construction work:-

 Parking area to be constructed with concept of green
paver block.



 Rooftop Solar photo voltic power plant to be installed.
 Rain water harvesting system.
 Facility for basketball volleyball court.


